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Guilty gear xrd rev 2 jam guide

The jam players in Guilty Gear Xrd REV 2 should be happier than ever in the Xrd series. With a good group of amateurs, playing jam seems more cohesive than ever. It's easier to get knockouts, land barry combos, and have a new double puff ball move very usefully. Therefore, the Jam will certainly appear as a bigger threat in REV 2. Taihot3 shows off a few creative collections
in the video compilation. There is a clever use of the Blitz Shield attack to charge the power-up card in the middle of the combo, a nice blast taste of dust attack and overdrive ends up large damage. For more groups, AKI TAK made assembling mostly more advanced corner groups: Are you asking jam spreadsheets? (Sway) He retrieved your back and said a graph showing Barry
P K followers and how they work on each character: Make a table with Barry PK. Green Methods = can be followed by 236SSH #GGXrd_REV2 #紗夢 pic.twitter.com/gG405gE52r — Sway @ComboBreaker (@OkaySway) May 4, 2017 displaying jam narrative notes in google document format. Be sure to view sway's timeline for more combo ideas. Sources: @OkaySway; AKI
TAK; Taihot3 combo guide 7 8 9 4 5 6 1 2 3 numbers represent the direction on the numpad keyboard. For example it becomes 236. &gt; = Continue from the previous step to the next step. , = link the previous transition in the next step. -&gt; = Cancel your previous to a special follow-up. |&gt; or pixel = after landing. J = Jump Hj = High IAD = High IAD = Instant Air Dash CH = MC
Hit Counter = Human Meter (JC) = Unjump (HJC) = High Jump Cancellation (JI) = Install Transition (RC) = (Red) Roman Cancellation (YRC) = Yellow Roman Cancellation (PRC) = Cancel Purple [] = Contract Input. (X) = Optional X. (N) = Attack N must be treated as a quantity of visits. [???] xN = ??? frequency N the amount of times. The united nations has been able to provide
a.c new and more sustainable environment for the development of the world's most remote and remote areas, which is the most appropriate way to address the challenges of the global economy. = Max Charged Ryuujin/Kenroukaku/Gekirin (3 cards) 236SP/K/S/H = Bakushuu in Mawarikomi/Hamonkyaku/Hyappo Shinshou/Senri Shinshou 46PP = Hochifu &gt; Zekkei &gt;
Goushao 46PK = Hochifu &gt; Zekkei &gt; Dowanga If you have tabs that are not listed here but are necessary, feel free to add them as you see fit. All your Jam [edited] editlist (236K, 623K, 214K) can be cancelled each other for a total of three kicks in a given series. This will be referred to by 623K ~236K~c.214K, for example, to denote kenroukaku cancelled in Reugen
cancelled in Gekirin accused. Hamonkyaku (236SK) can also be used as the first kick in the series, but cannot be cancelled from other kicks. When these kicks are used as a follow-up, they have slightly different properties. Air Enders [edit] most of the most globally viable jam kits tend to end in the air chain. Here are some examples, which will generally work on different
characters in different situations. For Brevity, the simplest notation will be used here for air chains: j.SPS = j.S &gt; j.P &gt; j.S Cardless Air Enders (never ends in knockout): j.S &gt; dj. SH &gt; j.236K~623K~214K j.SPS &gt; DJ. SH &gt; j.236K~214K Gekirin Air Card Enders: ... &gt; .c.214K Dash &gt; Forward &gt; 2H &gt; 46PP ... &gt; j .c.214K &gt; Forward &gt; c.S&gt;2H &gt;
236236H~P or 632146S/D Ryuujin AirEnders Card: j.S &gt; DJ. D&gt; J.214K ~Delay C.236K~214K (Whiff) &gt; 22 [K/S/H&gt; GG. D&gt; j.214K ~ delay c.236K~214K (whiff) &gt; 2H &gt; 46PP (corner only) j.S &gt; DJ. D&gt; j.214K ~ delay c.236K~214K (whiff) &gt; 2H &gt; 236236H~P or 6 32146S/D (angle only) mid-combo c.S; 5H &gt; 2H &gt; 22K&gt;S/H basic combo in scan
in card. Generally any earth chain in the sweep will work here. 22K/S/h can be replaced with 46PP for card trade to carry the corner. C.S&gt; 5H &gt; 2H &gt; 2D &gt; 623K ~c.214K &gt; c.s&gt;2H &gt; 46PP Basic Gekirin Card Combo in Knockout. 46PP can be replaced with 236236H~P or 632146S/D. Part can be removed after c.214K for 22K/S/h instead. C.S&gt; 5H (2) &gt; 6K
&gt; 6H &gt; 22 [K/S/H] More Harmful Land Punished. Sometimes an initial dash before C.S. will help. C.S&gt; 5H (2) &gt; 6K &gt; 6H &gt; 236K~623K~c.214K &gt; c.S&gt;2H &gt; 46PP more damaging ground punished with Gekirin card. Sometimes an initial dash before C.S. will help. F.S (CH) &gt; Earth Series &gt; A simple way to capture combo after a far away properly CH.f.S
(CH) &gt; j.PD &gt; 2H &gt; 46PK &gt; Air ender is the hardest way to capture combo after i've decently cut Far CH. works on heavier characters. Simple 6P anti-air combo if you are lucky enough on the 6P anti ground. Basic gravy throw. Throw &gt; RC &gt; 22S &gt; c.S&gt;2H &gt; 46PK &gt; Air Mid-End RC Throw Card Combo. And c. S&gt; 2H &gt; 46PK does not work for
everyone; Here's a list of successful series based on each character: throw &gt; 22S &gt; f.S&gt; air midcombo RC card throw combo without 46PK 5D8 &gt; j.H x 3 &gt; air ender basic until dust combo. Corner Sets [Edit] 214K/j.214K/IAD 214K &gt; c.S&gt;2H &gt; 46PK &gt; Air End Simple End Gekirin Combo. It can be either a card or a non-card. Again, the 46PK series can vary
per character: ... &gt; 46PK &gt; c.236K &gt; 2H &gt; 46PP in the corner with the Ryujin card, Ryuujin charged after 46PK can bring combo to earth back to the earth's end. Against light characters, c.2369K (TK charged reugen) is necessary. 5D6 &gt; 5 &gt; c.s &gt; 5H &gt; 2H &gt; 2D &gt; 22K/S/H Core Side Dust Combo. Up to 5 j.H may be tied together, but it requires jumping
quickly after dust dash. The subsequent ground chain can be any valid ground chain. It can be very difficult to land Combo 46PK because it requires 46p not up on the first active frame! This means that jam requires specific strings of characters to fall into active frames later from 46P to 46PK to connect correctly. Video examples [edit] 3:49 time 5K &gt; f.S &gt; 2H &gt; &gt; &gt;
RC &gt; dash &gt; j.K &gt; j.S &gt; dj &gt; j.K &gt; j.S &gt; j.H &gt; 236K~214K~623K4:04 time 5K &gt; c.S &gt; f.S &gt; 2H &gt; 236SK~623K~214K4:21 time 5K &gt; c.S &gt; 2H &gt; 2D &gt; 623K~c.214K &gt; dash &gt; c.S &gt; 2H &gt; 46PP4:32 time 5K &gt; c.S &gt; 5H &gt; 2H &gt; 2D &gt; 623K~c.214K &gt; dash &gt; c.S &gt; 2H &gt; 632146S/D 0:08 time 5K &gt; c.S &gt; 5H
&gt; 2H &gt; 2D &gt; 22P/K/S0:17 time 5K &gt; c.S &gt; 5H &gt; 6K &gt; 6H &gt; 22[P]/[K]/[S] Full Charge0:22 time 5K &gt; c.S &gt; 5H &gt; 2H &gt; 623K &gt; c.214K &gt; dash &gt; c.S &gt; 2H &gt; 46PP0:32 time 5K &gt; c.S &gt; 5H &gt; 2H &gt; 2D &gt; 632146S0:45 time 6H(CH) &gt; dash &gt; c.S &gt; j.S &gt; dj &gt; j.S &gt; j.H &gt; j.236K~623K~c.214K &gt; dash &gt; c.S
&gt; 2H &gt; 46PP0:55 time 6H(CH) &gt; c.236K &gt; RC &gt; 236S~H &gt; dash &gt; c.S &gt; 2H &gt; 46PP1:03 time 236SS(CH) &gt; dash &gt; 2S &gt; 2H &gt; 46PK &gt; j.K &gt; dj &gt; j.D &gt; j.c.214K &gt; dash &gt; c.S &gt; 2H &gt; 46PP1:16 time 236SS(CH) &gt; 236S~H &gt; f.S &gt; 2369K~c.214K &gt; dash &gt; c.S &gt; 2H &gt; 46PP1:25 time j.D &gt; j.K &gt; dj &gt; j.D
&gt; j.236K~623K~214K1:30 time j.D(2nd hit)(CH) &gt; c.S &gt; j.S &gt; dj &gt; j.S &gt; j.H &gt; j.236K~623K~c.214K &gt; dash &gt; c.S &gt; 2H &gt; 46PP1:41 time j.214K &gt; 2S &gt; 2H &gt; 46PK &gt; j.S &gt; dj &gt; j.S &gt; j.H &gt; j.236K~623K~214K1:51 time 2H &gt; 46PP1:55 time Grab &gt; j.S &gt; dj &gt; j.S &gt; j.H &gt; j.623K~214K~623K2:04 time Grab &gt; RC &gt;
22S &gt; c.S &gt; 2H &gt; 46PK &gt; dash &gt; c.S &gt; j.S &gt; dj &gt; j.S &gt; j.H &gt; j.623K~c.214K &gt; dash &gt; c.S &gt; 2H &gt; 46PP2:17 time 5D8 &gt; j.H x 3 &gt; j.K &gt; j.S &gt; dj &gt; j.S &gt; j.H &gt; j.236K~623K~214K2:25 time 5D6 &gt; j.H x 4 &gt; 6K &gt; 2H &gt; 2D2:30 time f.S &gt; c.236K~623K~214K2:38 time IAD j.c.623K &gt; dash &gt; c.S &gt; 2H &gt; 46PK
&gt; j.S &gt; dj &gt; j.S &gt; j. H &gt; j.236K~623K~214K2 :48 time 236SH(CH) &gt; Charge Blitz &gt; c.S &gt; 5H &gt; 2H &gt; 623K~c.214K &gt; c.S &gt; 2H &gt; 236236H~P3:03 time 236SP &gt; c.S &gt; 2H &gt; 46PK &gt; dash &gt; c.S &gt; j.S &gt; dj &gt; j.S &gt; j.H &gt; j.236K~623K~c.214K &gt; c.S &gt; 2H &gt; 46PP Overview Combos Strategy/Counter Strategy Videos
Forums Full Frame Data Author/Twitter handle: @novriltataki, flicky, @n_opants Character Discord Server: Day 1 Combo 5K-&gt;c.S-&gt;2H-&gt;2D-&gt;22S Day 1 Blockstring 5K-&gt;c.S-&gt;2H General style Jam is a high risk, high reward close range fighter that may struggle a bit against space control in neutral , but her mobility and excellent pressure can make it hard for the
opponent to shake her off once she finds an opportunity to get close. صاخلا بـ ديرفلا  ةقاطبلا  ماظن  اهل  حمسي   Jam انه اهركذ  متي  يتلا ال  تاودألا  نم  ديدعلا  هيدل  ىبرملا  نأ  ىلإ  ةراشإلا  ردجت  ً.الوأ *  مصخلا  طاقسإ  اهنم  ةداع  بلطتت  اهنكلو  ىوقأ ،  ةيصخش  ىلإ  اهلوحتب   Different. Either they are rarely used, or a specific high match, or they harm more than good in the hands of non-experts. 1. Neutral:
Pokes, space control, remote jam card conversion system affects the decision-making process at all stages of the game, so let's start with that. Creating a card with 22K/S/H provides a one-time access to an improved version of one of its own offerings, 236K, 623K and 214K, each with different benefits. The simplest way to securely create a card is to terminate Combo with 2D-
&gt;22X. You still get a basic okizeme afterwards with a fleshy natural. High-level players sometimes prefer better POSITIONING and better okizeme on creating cards. But you should focus on getting cards so you can practice this aspect of the character. What card do you want to create? If you want something simple and effective, promote 214K with 22S. Special offers can be
cancelled to kick jam at each other and add nice damage to its combos, but give up the knockout. With the 22S card, Jam can finish its ground and air sets with 236K-&gt;623K-214K. 214K enhanced ensures knockout, gives jam enough time to 22S again, and also okizeme application. In case you have difficulty recording visits to get started, the 214K enhancement also doubles
as a powerful mixing tool, as detailed in the mixing section of the guide. * Now that we have a simple plan with cards, let's look at the best neutral jam tools: *f.s is one of its best pokes to throw them out. It's only -2 on the block and gives you time to hit the confirmation even as a single hit. F.S-gt;2D is a solid option that works in most bands in Rev2, and even if you're very happy
trigger and cancel in 2D on block (-6), you can always jump their cancellation in instant airdash back or in special offers to avoid tyre punishment. Continue with tigerknee'd 236K against a rewarding permanent blow, but it is very difficult to strike confirmation. * The nearest 2K ranges is a good low which can string itself and its confirmation in 2D. 6H is a bit slow but has a good
range and goes above many lows. Always cancel this to 236SS groups on hit and safety on the block. To make the move less telegraph, mix it with the run &gt;s/s a break defense. The hit can also give enough time to safely create a Max card, by holding down the 22X button. * J.H is fast and hits everywhere. Use it as a jump-in, after instant broadcast. If it is blocked too high the
cast can be punished when landing, so when the block is confirmed, cancel it to a really low j.2K. * J.S attacks up well – it's one of its best Joe Joe attacks. * j.214K - If you don't have a 22S card stored and waiting to be used in combos, j.214K is the beginning of overhead combo that can be used to allow jam to move in unpredictable ways - the standard version is very slow and
unsafe on a block, but its use of airdash grants different properties - it's much faster and allows for stronger groups, although it is still unsafe on the block. There is also a way to make it safer via YRC, explained in the priority section of the use of meters of this guide. *236K- Standard version should not be used outside groups. This step is mentioned here because the tigerknee'd
card version is an important tool for neutral jam. It's basically a dragon punch that starts quickly, The screen is fast and can lead to large groups. It's a big penalty for the whiff that leads to a tough knockout but like a dragon punch, as it's unsafe on the block, and other kick specials can cancel in are also unsafe on the block. It can also be 6p'ed after running out of invul, or even air
thrown through invincible frames. Use it wisely... Or with 50% meter stored to RRC so after confirming the block... There is also a way to make it safer via YRC, explained in the priority section of the use of meters of this guide. 2. Crime: pressure, close range conversion, mixups and okizeme pressure: this is where the strongest jam is. * 5K low speed, + on mass, good for tick
spirit, can re-compress because 2S/6K/6H cancel back in it. 5K 5K is a common frame trap. 2P and 6P bonus frame feature on the block. 2S and 2K-&gt;6H give large combos on the counter to hit and punish abare. (Abare = try stuff quick moves between opponent attacks) 5H raises the guard bar. 2H discount spaces closer and 0 on the block. Both hits lose badly to instant
blocking, so mix well where you can cancel in it, and it is. In the corner you can also re-press by jumping cancel 6K/c.S/f.S/2D in instant airdash j.PPPP... Mixups: * Hit/Throw is a basic mixing. Throw ing gives small meterless combos or large RRC combos. * J.2K RRC-A is expensive, but incredibly fast instant overhead, especially when it is made of regular cancellation jumping. *
214K- Normally, it's the beginning of an reactable upper combo that is unsafe on the block, but if you cancel the 236S&gt;K in the card version, overhead becomes much faster, harder to prevent on the reaction, especially given that it can be delayed. It's still unsafe on the block, so interact with the block and cancel with the RRC, or try to escape with 236K (when it is not near the
corresponding angle). There is also a way to make it safer via YRC, explained in the priority section of the use of meters of this guide. 236SK needs to be cancelled to 214K as soon as possible, during the initial startup frames, and long before the low kick actually hits the opponent. This can be done by entering the 236S214KK sequence. Okizeme: Combo &amp; 2D-&gt;22X-
&gt;Meaty Normal Combo &gt;2D-&gt;Manually Timed Jump Safe J.H Corner Combo &gt;546PP (Barry PP) - &gt;Ownership 8 or 9 during animation will grant safe jump timing against many characters. 3. Defense: Anti-air, pressure-proofing, anti-air infckerings: * 6P is the main anti-air. In what extent can you cancel to c.S or f.s, jump cancel and continue the air combo. * 5P high
j.S height advertising is an anti-air condition. * Its Barry (546) can also be an anti-air operation, due to 1F startup and fast follow-up. Entering it as 5464+ P+K. This option sets out gives you fd instead of a parry animation whiff. Outside of the anti-broadcast, Barry is usually too risky to be worth a try. Pressure repellent: *5P/2P/5K for These are their fastest attacks. Setbacks:
*623K- Standard Release Trades. The card version is a real dragon punch. The block can be cancelled to 214K to minimize the frame defect on the block or even 236K to try to escape. There is also a way to make it safer via YRC, explained in the priority section of the use of meters of this guide. 4. Meter use RRC-conversion priorities your successful hits into much larger
combos, and cancel unsafe moves when blocked. Throwing RC leads to significant damage – after rc-ing the first blow, jam has enough time to charge the card (usually 22S) and follow up with the extension that uses the card, netting both knockout and enough time to charge another card. F.S RRC is an easy and effective way to confirm a hit and get a knockout in the card.- RRC
only if you confirm a hit. Make safe kick specials across YRC- not as good as RRCing in their faces and continuing crime, but if you only have 25% meter it is better to do it than get punished on the block. Since canceling special offers in each other, you can confirm your choice has been blocked, then canceled to additional special offers, and YRC is one of them through its first
frames. Examples: 236K (block confirmation) - &gt;214K YRC 236K (block confirmation) - &gt;623K-&gt;214K YRC 214K (block confirmation) - &gt;623K-&gt;236K YRC 623K (block confirmation) - &gt;236K YRC (remember that 623K can not be yRC'ed the same) after using this method you are not in a larger position, but still have all your usual air options available. Available.
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